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PREFACE

This investigation represents an unusual type of collaboration. In it a Frenchman and an American have pooled the results of many years of previous study and experience in very different environments in a joint effort to find a simple and practicable approach to the problem of making sure that neither the aggressor of Europe nor the aggressor of the Orient shall in the future threaten the peace of the world.

In analyzing the technical and economic aspects of this problem, the American author has built upon studies extending back to his earliest published work on European rail and water transportation, and including numerous publications of the Brookings Institution, especially those pertaining to the economic position of Germany, Japan, Russia, France, Italy, and the Danubian States, and to the financial and commercial problems resulting from the First World War. In bringing these studies to bear on the problem of postwar peace, he has received indispensable aid from the technical training and experience of his distinguished French collaborator.

Dr. Marlio, an engineer and industrialist of richly varied experience, both in government and in industry, is also a professionally trained economist. During his extensive business career, he has been associated with the chemical, metallurgical, electrical, and transportation industries. He has constructed industrial plants in a half dozen European countries, and for many years conducted business operations throughout Europe. He has served on Committees of the League of Nations and as chairman of the Railway Committee of the International Chamber of Commerce. He has been a member of the Council of State, and is a member of the French Academy (moral and political science division). He is the author of several books. One of these, Dictatorship or Liberty?, published in March 1940 was proscribed by the Nazis after the conquest of France. Dr. Marlio has been on the staff of the Brookings Institution since 1941.

This analysis of the crucial problem with which the postwar world will be confronted is offered in the hope that it may prove
helpful to the broad public, whose understanding and convictions determine the atmosphere within which public decision must be taken. For the final chapter dealing with American policy, I am solely responsible.

Washington
July 1944

Harold G. Moulton

PART I. APPLICATION OF ECONOMIC MEASURES TO GERMANY

CHAPTER II. REDUCING GERMANY'S INDUSTRIAL POWER

1. The Partition of Germany into Small States

This plan would have serious effects upon economic conditions and employment in Germany.

The economic consequences of the partition of Germany would be strongly felt in other countries.

2. The Creation of an Independent Rhineland

The establishment of a separate Rhineland state would have serious economic repercussions.

3. The Separation of East Prussia

This plan is interesting politically, but would not materially affect Germany's war potential.

4. The Isolation of Prussia

The crucial weakness of the plan is that it preserves the economic unity of the German Reich.

II. Economic Control Plans

1. Reduction of Germany to an Agricultural Status

An agricultural Germany could not support the present population.
2. Weakening Germany's Position with Respect to Foodstuffs 17

Forcing Germany to import more foodstuffs by abolishing grain tariffs would not be an adequate solution.
Making it more difficult to secure foodstuffs from the Balkans would not reach the heart of the problem.

3. Financial Control over German Industry 19

This apparently simple plan does not, upon analysis, appear to be practicable.
Another phase of financial control involves the liquidation of German stock ownership in occupied countries.

CHAPTER III. APPLYING MINERAL CONTROLS TO GERMANY

I. Germany's Deficiency in Strategic Minerals 22

II. Problems in Applying Mineral Sanctions 23

The control of Germany by means of mineral sanctions would encounter four principal difficulties.
Germany's continental position makes import control in general next to impossible.

III. Control of the Most Vital Minerals 30

Restrictions on iron ore exports to Germany would have serious effects upon certain countries.
Germany might in any case become independent of iron ore imports.
The major weakness is that bauxite may be replaced by substitutes.
It would be next to impossible to prevent the accumulation of oil supplies for war purposes by controlling imports.
An accelerated depletion of Rumanian oil wells would be helpful.

CHAPTER IV. CONTROL OF SELECTED KEY INDUSTRIES

I. The Heavy Metallurgical Industry 34

Destruction of the iron and steel industry would produce serious economic consequences both in and outside Germany.
An alternative to the destruction of metallurgy would be a substantial reduction in the capacity of this industry.
The control of alloy steels presents a more practicable possibility.

II. The Machine Tool Industry 37

The diversity and decentralisation of the industry would make evasion easy.

III. Aluminum and Magnesium Industries 37

Control of the production of the raw material, alumina, would not be feasible.
The suppression of aluminium ingot production is feasible and essential.
The elimination of the final, or fabrication, stage of aluminium production would not be necessary.
The control of magnesium would present great difficulty.

IV. The Chemical Industry 40

Complete destruction of the chemical industry is impracticable.

V. The Oil Industry 41

A suggested means of controlling the German oil supply is by prohibiting synthetic oil plants.
Prohibition of oil refineries in Germany appears of minor importance.

VI. Nitrogen and Hydrogen Industries 42

VII. Civil Aviation 43

The prohibition of commercial as well as military aviation would be necessary.
For complete safety, the prohibition of individual private flying would be necessary.

VIII. The Railroad Industry 45

The unification of the continental railway structure would not give actual security.

IX. The Electric Power Industry 47

This control has sufficient possibilities to merit favorable consideration.

PART II. APPLICATION OF ECONOMIC MEASURES TO JAPAN

CHAPTER V. THE ECONOMIC POSITION OF JAPAN IN 1930

I. Resources and Trade Relations 54

II. How Important Economically Were Japan's Colonies 57

1. Did Japan Proper obtain revenues from the colonies 58

The colonies as a whole were fiscal liabilities rather than assets.
2. Were the colonies population outlets? The colonies have been of negligible importance as outlets for Japanese population.

3. How important was trade with the colonies? Colonial trade has grown relatively to the trade with the outside world. Up to 1930, the colonies as a whole had undoubtedly cost Japan more than they were worth—economically speaking.

CHAPTER VI. DEVELOPMENT OF WAR POWER AFTER 1930
I. To What Extent Had Japan Become Self-Sufficient? 65
II. The Internal War Production Program 67
III. Development of Colonial and Occupied Areas for War Purposes 68
IV. Co-ordination of Japanese, Colonial, and Manchurian Industry 72

CHAPTER VII. REDUCTION OF JAPAN TO A PRE-IMPERIAL STATUS
I. If Japan Retains Colonies 75
If Japan were permitted to retain her colonies and Manchuria, she would remain a formidable war power.

II. If Japan Is Deprived of Colonies 76
Without colonial or foreign supplies Japan could not be a strong military power.
The economic vulnerability of Japan Proper has been officially recognized by the Japanese government.

III. Could Japan Live and Prosper without Colonies? 79
Japan's economic progress in the past was not attributable to colonial development.
Japanese growth was based chiefly on international commerce and technological advancement.
Japan's future will depend chiefly upon the development of primary industries and the expansion of foreign trade.

CHAPTER VIII. PROBLEMS OF ECONOMIC CONTROL
I. Possibilities of Control through Raw Materials 85
Raw material controls would be somewhat more effective against Japan than against Germany.
But administrative complications and economic repercussions would probably defeat the purpose of such a control system.

II. Possibilities of Controlling Key Industries 87
The best industrial control possibility centers on aviation.

PART III. ECONOMIC OR MILITARY CONTROL?
CHAPTER IX. LIMITED VALUE OF ECONOMIC MEASURES
I. Why Economic Measures Alone Will Not Sufiice 93
II. Economic Measures as Supplements to Military Controls 97

CHAPTER X. MILITARY MEASURES
I. The Disarming of the Enemy Countries 99
No new administrative organisation would be required at this stage.

II. The Prevention of Rearmament 100
Reliance should be placed upon a system of detection and coercion.
The administration of the military controls should be delegated to a joint board with power of action.

III. Methods of Applying Coercive Measures 103

IV. Possible Objections Considered 104
1. That the use of force to maintain peace is itself a form of war.
2. That the military control plan suggested does not go far enough.
3. That true peace can be achieved only through spiritual regeneration.
4. That the adoption of a plan applicable to Germany and Japan alone would work against the larger objective of world peace system.

CHAPTER XI. ALTERNATIVE UNITED STATES POLICIES
Geographic position cannot afford adequate protection.
Modern war weapons give a great advantage to the attacking nation.
Military preparedness cannot guarantee safety from attack.
The fiscal burden of an independent defense program would be intolerable.
The maintenance of an adequate national defense program would threaten the system of free enterprise.
INTRODUCTION

The victorious nations will be confronted at the end of this second world struggle with two distinct though related problems. The first, and crucial, task in the generation following the war will be to prevent Germany and Japan from again re-arming. The second is to devise a general international organization which will facilitate the adjustment of international problems of common interest and which in due course may become an instrument for the maintenance of peace throughout the world. The present study is limited to the first of these problems.

As a result of the analysis here made, the authors have reached the definite conclusion that we shall have a better chance of success if the problem of controlling Germany and Japan is administered separately from the development of a general association of nations—that an attempt to deal with the two problems as though they were parts of a single task would seriously prejudice the solution of either. The reasons for this conclusion will emerge as the analysis progresses.

While the objective of the study is thus limited, it is none the less significant. For if we can devise machinery which will prevent the two nations avowedly committed to war as a means of continuous expansion from re-arming, we shall have gone a long way towards ensuring general peace. Moreover, the lessons learned in this experiment would be of great value in the evolution of a universal peace system.

Current discussions of the enforcement of peace usually center on the possibilities of economic control devices. It has been hoped that by such means peace might be effectively maintained at relatively small cost and without bloodshed. Accordingly, our first task is to study the various types of economic controls which might conceivably be employed. In Part I we shall consider the application of economic measures to Germany, and in Part II to Japan. As a preliminary, however, it will be well to recapitulate very briefly the lessons learned from the experience following the First World War.